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ABSTRACT: The recent discovery of fast ion-conducting solid electrolytes
could enable solid-state and other advanced battery chemistries with higher
energy densities and enhanced safety. In addition to high ionic conductivity, a
viable electrolyte should also exhibit an electrochemical window that is wide
enough to suppress undesirable electronic transport (i.e., self-discharge and/
or short circuiting) arising from charge injection or extraction from the
electrodes. Here, direct current chronoamperometry, alternating current
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and optical absorption band gap
measurements are combined with ﬁrst-principles calculations to systematically characterize the electrochemical window of the promising superionic
conductor Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO). Negligible electronic current was measured
within LLZO for a wide range of voltages relevant for high-voltage cathodes.
This auspicious behavior is consistent with both the large band gap (∼6 eV)
predicted for LLZO and the absolute positions of its band edges. These features imply that a wide electrochemical window
is an intrinsic property of LLZO, facilitating its use in next-generation batteries.
oxidation potentials.11,12 Earlier studies have also suggested that
some formulations of LLZO are stable against Li metal.13,14
These features suggest that high-energy LLZO-based cells
combining Li metal anodes and ∼5 V cathodes may be within
reach. Despite this promise, limited understanding of several
properties of LLZO presents potential roadblocks to its
implementation. One such property is the electrochemical
window (EW). The EW determines an electrolyte’s resistance
to undesirable electronic transport, and by extension controls
phenomena such as short-circuiting and self-discharge. Accurate
estimates do not yet exist for basic EW-related properties of
LLZO such as its band gap and the positions of its band edges.
These properties are now routinely examined in the assessment
of liquid electrolytes,15−18 but have not been thoroughly
explored for solid electrolytes. Moreover, experimental
measurements of the LLZO EW often employ transient
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), which can be
insuﬃcient to determine electronic transport properties.19
Lacking these data, it is unclear whether the promising
performance reported for LLZO represents an intrinsic
property of the bulk phase or is instead a consequence of
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i-ion battery technology has advanced steadily over the
past few decades.1−4 Despite these advancements,
emerging applications such as electric vehicles would
beneﬁt considerably from step-change improvements to the
cost, safety, longevity, and capacity of Li-ion batteries.5
Optimization of Li-ion systems has largely focused on
improving electrode properties, for example, by raising the
voltage of cathodes and increasing the capacity of anodes.1 A
promising, yet less examined alternative strategy is to replace
the battery’s liquid electrolyte with a fast ion-conducting solid.6
A viable solid-state electrolyte could unlock several highcapacity battery concepts. Examples include Li−S batteries,
metal−air batteries, solid-state batteries employing Li metal
anodes, and all-oxide solid-state Li-ion batteries. The
substitution of ﬂammable liquid electrolytes with stable solidstate compounds also oﬀers clear safety advantages.7,8 Finally,
the wide electrochemical window of some solids could enable
the use of high-voltage cathodes, resulting in additional gains in
energy density.
The garnet mineral structure represents a family of complex
oxides spanning a broad range of compositions. Of the possible
garnet formulations, the cubic phase with composition
Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) has recently emerged as one of the
most promising solid electrolytes.7−10 Garnets are typically
wide band gap oxides that are expected to be stable at high
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fortuitous “kinetic stabilization” arising from interfacial
reactions with the electrodes.1,20,21
The present study aims to close this knowledge gap by
assessing the intrinsic EW of LLZO-based solid electrolytes
using multiple experimental techniques and ﬁrst-principles
calculations. Direct current (DC) polarization measurements
were performed over a range of voltages of relevance for highvoltage cathodes. These measurements conﬁrm that LLZO is
both a fast ion conductor and an excellent electronic insulator,
as the fraction of the total current attributable to electronic
carriers is less than 10−4. These observations are consistent with
the large band gap predicted for LLZO, ranging from 5.5 to 6.4
eV, determined using a combination of optical measurements
and quasi-particle calculations. The position of the valence
band maximum (VBM) in bulk LLZO further supports the
observation of limited electronic transport at high (positive)
voltages: p-type conduction arising from hole injection into the
valence band is hindered by the low energy of the VBM, which
is ∼6 V more positive than the Li/Li+ redox potential. In
addition, the conduction band minimum in LLZO is predicted
to lie slightly above Li/Li+, suggesting moderate stability against
electron injection (n-type conductivity) from the Li anode.
These data indicate that a wide EW is an intrinsic property of
LLZO, facilitating its use in next-generation batteries.
Cubic LLZO garnet with the nominal composition
Li7−xLa3Zr2−xTaxO12 (x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5) and
Li6.5Al0.25La3Zr2O12 were synthesized and assembled into Li/
LLZO/Au cells. Details of the sample preparation can be found
in previous reports22 and in the Supporting Information.
Chronoamperometric and alternating current (AC) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were
used to evaluate the EW of LLZO. Chronoamperometric steps
between 3 and 8 V vs Li/Li+ were held for 2 h, after which the
steady-state current was recorded. This current is electronic
owing to the semiblocking cell conﬁguration.23 EIS from 7
MHz to 50 mHz using a 50 mV sinusoidal amplitude was
performed at the end of each chronoamperometric step while
maintaining the applied bias.
The band gap of Al-doped LLZO was determined by
measuring the optical absorption of light transmitted through a
dense transparent specimen of Li6.17Al0.28La3Zr2O12 prepared
from hot-pressed powder,24 cut to 1 mm thickness and
polished. The absorption coeﬃcient, α, was measured for
wavelengths from 190 to 600 nm (UV-1601, Shimadzu, Japan).
A Tauc plot of (αhν)1/r versus hν was used to determine the
optical band gap. Here hν is the energy of light, while the
exponent r relates to the direct (e.g., r = 1/2) or indirect nature
of the band gap.25
First-principles calculations were used to predict the density
of states (DOS), band gap, and absolute positions of the band
edges for LLZO. All calculations were performed with the
projector-augmented wave method, as implemented in the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package.26 Three diﬀerent levels of
theory were employed: (i) the semilocal generalized gradient
approximation (DFT-GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE);27 (ii) the hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzerhof (HSE06);28,29 and (iii) quasi-particle (QP) calculations based on many-body perturbation theory (G0W0
method).30 These methods were recently used to predict the
band gaps of antiperovskite superionic conductors31 and the
EW of liquid electrolytes at electrode interfaces.18 A 4-formulaunit primitive cell was used for DOS and band gap calculations,
in combination with quasi-random Li-site occupations that

satisfy the experimental occupancy ratio of symmetryequivalent sites.32 Additional details regarding the computational methods are available in the Supporting Information.
Figure 1 illustrates the Tauc plot used to determine the band
gap of LLZO. These data suggest that Al-doped LLZO exhibits

Figure 1. Tauc plot of the optical absorption measurement for Aldoped LLZO, with an optical band gap of 5.46 eV indicated by the
intercept of the two ﬁtted lines.

a large optical gap of approximately 5.5 eV. This value agrees
well with the band gaps predicted by ﬁrst-principles
computations, shown in Table 1. Band gaps calculated at the
Table 1. Band Gap, Electronic Conductivity, and Peak
Potential for LLZO as a Function of Compositiona
0.25
Ta

0.5
Ta

0.75
Ta

1.5
Ta

0.25
Al

undoped
LLZO

calculated band gap
[eV]

−

5.85

5.83

5.86

5.87

5.79,
6.07,b
6.42c

measured optical band
gap [eV]
median electronic
conductivity
[×10−9 S cm−1]
peak potential [V]
electronic conductivity
at min. transference
no. [×10−9 S cm−1]

−

−

−

−

5.46

2.1

1.5

1.4

1.1

1.4

5.0
5.0

5.75
2.3

5.5
6.2

5.5
4.8

5.75
5.9

a

Unless otherwise indicated, calculated band gaps are reported at the
HSE06 level of theory. bPBE+G0W0. cHSE06+G0W0.

HSE06 level of theory are approximately 5.8 eV and are largely
insensitive to the Ta or Al doping level. Quasi-particle
calculations based on the G0W0 method yield slightly larger
gaps of 6.07 (PBE+G0W0) and 6.42 (HSE06+G0W0) eV (see
Figures S1−S3 and Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
GW calculations, in particular those based on HSE06 input
wave functions, typically yield highly accurate band gaps that
are in better agreement with experimental photoemission data
than those predicted by hybrid functionals.33 (The slightly
smaller gap suggested by our absorption measurements is likely
due to exciton eﬀects, which yield a smaller eﬀective band gap
relative to photoemission measurements.) These factors lead us
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to 2.1 × 10−9 S/cm and agree well with measurements made at
single potential points.35,36
While the transference number data indicate that transport in
LLZO is almost entirely ionic, we note that the transference
number versus voltage data shown in Figure 2A exhibits a small
dip near 5.5 V vs Li/Li+ and then recovers at more positive
voltages. Consequently, the 5−6 V region exhibits a slightly
higher electronic conductivity; nevertheless, the electronic
conductivity never exceeds 0.01% of the ionic conductivity in
this voltage window and is an even smaller fraction of the total
conductivity outside of this window. As the Ta content
decreases from Ta = 1.5 to Ta = 0.5, the magnitude of the dip
in ti also decreases, suggesting a correlation with Ta content.
(For Ta = 0.25, the decrease in ti occurs over a range of
voltages. As reported previously,22 the Ta = 0.25 composition is
a mixture of cubic and tetragonal phases, and this most likely
accounts for the broader decrease in ti.) Similar to the Ta = 0.5
composition, the Al-doped LLZO exhibits a dip in ti near 5.75
V. As described in more detail below, the voltage at which the
dip in ti is observed is similar to the calculated position of the
LLZO valence band maximum (VBM). This suggests that the
dip in ti may arise from the injection of holes into the VBM at
these voltages.
EIS was performed at each applied bias to conﬁrm that the
increase in current associated with the dip in ti (Figure 2A)
arises from an increase in electronic transport. Nyquist plots of
the complex impedance data (Figures S4−S10) indicate that
the total ionic conductivity does not change with increasing
bias. Furthermore, the magnitude of ionic conductivity agrees
well with the bulk and total ionic conductivities of Ta-doped
samples investigated previously using blocking electrodes.22,37
As described by Huggins,23 the low-frequency response of a
nonblocking or semiblocking cell can indicate mixed conduction. In the present study, no electronic conduction was
observed in the impedance data at open circuit, and the cell
exhibited blocking behavior as expected. As the applied bias
approached 6 V, the low-frequency response did indeed exhibit
an electronic contribution. This contribution decreased again at
higher voltages. Thus, the AC data is consistent with the DC
data shown in Figure 2A.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed (Figures S11−S15)
on each cell at the conclusion of DC polarization measurements. Similar to previous reports,34 plating and stripping of Li
was observed around 0 V vs Li/Li+, and no faradaic peaks were
observed for applied voltages larger than 3 V vs Li/Li+. These
measurements highlight the inadequacy of the transient CV
technique in evaluating the EW: no change in the current ﬂow
is observed with CV even though a change in the electronic
transport is clearly observed in DC measurements in an
equilibrated cell. The combination of DC and AC methods
used in the present study allows for the ionic and electronic
portions of the total conductivity to be separated. These
techniques suggest that the LLZO EW spans the range of
voltages tested (up to 8 V), at least for the electrodes used here.
Of course, the presence of a realistic cathode, as opposed to the
inert Au electrode employed here, could generate interfacial
chemical reactions absent from the present cell.21,38 We next
describe why only limited electronic conduction is observed in
LLZO, given that the band gap (∼6 eV) is smaller than the
largest bias tested (8 V).
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to clarify the electronic conduction mechanism in
LLZO. The calculated partial density of states of Ta-doped

to conclude that the band gap of LLZO is best approximated by
the HSE06+G0W0 gap of 6.4 eV.
The large band gap reported here is consistent with earlier
CV measurements 34 suggesting that LLZO should be
compatible with high-voltage cathodes. Nevertheless, it is
important to recognize that a large band gap is a necessary, but
not suf f icient condition for a suitable EW; it is also desirable for
the LLZO band edges to be positioned so as to avoid the
transfer of electronic species (electrons or holes) to/from the
adjacent electrodes. For example, tunneling of electrons into
the LLZO conduction band from the negative electrode could
generate undesirable n-type electrical conductivity, ultimately
short-circuiting the battery. Similarly, the creation of holes in
the conduction band via charge transfer to the positive
electrode (p-type conductivity) should also be avoided.
The possibility for the emergence of electronic conductivity
in LLZO under an applied bias was assessed by measuring the
ionic transference number, ti, as shown in Figure 2a. The

Figure 2. (a) Ionic transference number determined from DC
galvanostatic polarization and EIS measurements. (b) Calculated
partial density of states for the Ta = 0.75 LLZO composition,
illustrating the orbital character of the band edges. The PDOS is
scaled to match the band edge positions shown in Figure 3B. The
abscissa in both panels is aligned to facilitate comparisons between
the transference number and the DOS.

transference number was observed to be nearly equal to 1 (ti >
0.9999) over the entire voltage window examined and is largely
insensitive to the LLZO composition. This indicates that the
vast majority (>99.99%) of the conductance arises from ionic
transport. Furthermore, because the Li ions migrate within a
rigid ceramic framework of ions with far lower mobility (i.e., the
Zr, O, and La sublattices), essentially all of the ionic conduction
can be attributed to the transport of Li ions. The median
electronic conductivity for each composition over the potential
range measured is listed in Table 1. These values range from 1.1
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Figure 3. (A) Model of the lowest-energy (100) slab of LLZO (top) and the associated planar-averaged electrostatic potential (bottom panel,
black curve). The electrostatic potential from a bulk supercell is overlaid (red data). The vacuum level in the slab supercell corresponds to an
electrostatic potential of zero. (B) Position of the conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM) of LLZO for the
lowest-energy (100) and (110) surface slabs relative to the Li/Li+ level and a hypothetical 5 V cathode. The position of the vacuum level is
identiﬁed with a dotted gray line, while the band gap center appears as a solid black line.

potentials of the electrodes, η+ and η− (i.e., OCV = η+ − η−).
Similarly, the intrinsic EW of the electrolyte is the diﬀerence
between its oxidation and reduction levels. In a liquid
electrolyte these levels correspond to the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO), respectively.
The present study is concerned with a solid-state electrolyte;
in this case, the electronic bands of the solid replace the discrete
energy levels present in a liquid. Similarly, the solid’s band gap
(BG) establishes the magnitude of the EW, while the valence
band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of the solid can be associated with the HOMO and
LUMO of the liquid electrolyte, respectively (i.e., VBM ≈
HOMO and CBM ≈ LUMO). Based on these deﬁnitions, the
criterion for a suitable EW for a solid electrolyte can be recast
as BG > OCV. A solid electrolyte that satisﬁes this requirement
will be stable against hole injection (i.e., electrochemical
oxidation) from the positive electrode and against electron
injection (i.e., electrochemical reduction) from the negative
electrode.
The preceding discussion suggests that LLZO has a
suﬃciently large band gap (6.4 eV) to enable its use with
high-voltage electrodes, in principle allowing for an all-solidstate cell with OCV > 6 V. However, it is important to
recognize that a large band gap represents a necessary, but not
suf ficient condition for a viable electrolyte; the positions of the
band edges relative to the electrochemical potentials of the
electrodes are also critical. More speciﬁcally, a solid electrolyte
will be stable against electron injection if the CBM lies at a
higher energy (i.e., more negative potential) than the Fermi
level of the negative electrode: E(CBM) > η−. Similarly,
stability against hole injection from the positive electrode
requires that the electrolyte’s VBM have a lower energy (i.e., be
positioned at a more positive potential) than the redox level of
the positive electrode: E(VBM) < η+.
To assess the resistance of LLZO to charge injection and
undesirable electronic transport, the absolute positions of the
LLZO band edges were evaluated computationally.39 The

LLZO is shown in Figure 2B. To facilitate comparisons with
the voltage ranges shown in the transference number plot
(Figure 2A), the energy axis is mirrored from a standard DOS,
such that the conduction bands are plotted at low energy
(equivalent to more negative voltages) and the valence bands
are shown at higher energy (equivalent to more positive
voltages). In addition, the band edge positions are set to match
those from our GW calculations, shown in Figure 3B.
With this alignment it is evident that the valence band edge
in the DOS coincides with the dip in ionic transference number
(Figure 2A and Table 1) near 5.5 V. At these high positive
biases, holes are expected to be injected into the valence band,
which consists almost entirely of oxygen 2p orbitals. As
previously described, the dip in ti is small in magnitude;
similarly, the measured electronic conductivity remains low at
all voltages. This behavior can be explained by the localized
nature of the orbitals that host the injected holes. Our DFT
calculations show that the radius of the O 2p orbitals (as
determined by the outermost peak of the radial probability
distribution of the free ions) is 0.84 Å. In LLZO, the oxygen−
oxygen distance as measured by neutron diﬀraction is
approximately 3 Å,37 resulting in insigniﬁcant overlap of
orbitals, which is expected to suppress charge hopping between
oxygen sites. Thus, even though biasing the cell to >6 V should
induce p-type conductivity, the limited overlap between orbitals
(i.e., low mobility of charge carriers) suppresses signiﬁcant
electrical conductivity. Furthermore, the decrease in ti (Figure
2A) exists for only a narrow voltage window of 5−6 V and
disappears for more positive voltages. This behavior seems
counterintuitive, because the thermodynamic driving force for
hole injection into LLZO should grow as the bias becomes
more positive. The measured behavior could be explained,
however, by the formation of an electronically insulating
interfacial phase (formed by LLZO oxidation products) that
blocks further hole injection.
As a general rule, it is desirable for the EW of the electrolyte
to exceed the battery’s open-circuit voltage (OCV). The OCV
is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the electrochemical
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the full interface at the GW level of theory.18 Such a calculation
is a challenge because of the large size of the LLZO unit cell
and the expense of these calculations.
Prior calculations have suggested a stability window for
LLZO that is narrower than that predicted in the present
study.20,21 This diﬀerence is expected, given that diﬀerent
phenomena, chemical versus electrochemical, are being probed.
The present study is concerned with the intrinsic electrochemical
stability, which is determined by the positions of the CBM and
VBM in the bulk solid electrolyte with respect to the
electrochemical potentials in the electrodes. In contrast, refs
20 and 21 examine chemical stability. There, the (free) energy
change due to chemical mixing/reaction is related to a voltage
through the Nernst equation.
While chemical and electrochemical stability are both
important, they have diﬀerent implications for performance.
Chemical stability is relevant when mixing between reactants is
possible (e.g., at the electrolyte/electrode interface). However,
the formation of a thickening product layer can ultimately halt
the reaction, suggesting that chemical instabilities may not be
harmful in all cases. Electrochemical stability is relevant if there
is a driving force1,18 and a pathway for electronic change
transfer to or from the electrolyte. Unwanted electrical
conductivity in the electrolyte is a consequence of insuﬃcient
electrochemical stability.
To cite an example of the interplay between these processes,
we note that chemical mixing at the electrolyte/electrode
interface can be precipitated by electrochemical charge transfer.
Indeed, this is the mechanism associated with SEI formation15
in conventional Li-ion batteries, where species in the liquid
electrolyte are initially reduced by electron transfer from the
anode. A series of self-limiting chemical reactions subsequently
complete the formation of the SEI. Finally, electrochemical
stability can remain a concern even in the presence of an SEIlike layer: charge transfer to (from) the CBM (VBM) can
proceed via tunneling through the interlayer.
In summary, DC, AC, and optical measurements were
combined with ﬁrst-principles calculations to systematically
characterize the intrinsic electrochemical window of the
promising solid electrolyte LLZO. The EW determines an
electrolyte’s resistance to undesirable electronic transport and,
by extension, controls phenomena such as short-circuiting and
self-discharge. The position of the EW also impacts electrochemical oxidation and reduction of LLZO by the electrodes;
these faradaic processes are generally the ﬁrst step in
subsequent (chemical) reactions at electrolyte/electrode
interfaces.13,14,20,21,42
Our measurements reveal that LLZO is both a fast ion
conductor and an excellent electronic insulator: the fraction of
the total current attributable to electronic carriers was observed
to be less than 10−4 over a range of voltages of relevance for
high-voltage cathodes. These observations are consistent with
the large band gap (6.4 eV from GW calculations) predicted for
LLZO.
An evaluation of the absolute positions of the band edges
lends further support to the observation of limited electronic
transport in LLZO. A small decrease in the transference
number at 5−6 V vs Li/Li+ was shown to coincide with the
position of the VBM. Nevertheless, p-type conduction remains
very low overall because of limited carrier mobility and/or the
formation of an insulating reaction layer. In addition, the
conduction band minimum in LLZO is predicted to lie slightly
above Li/Li+, suggesting moderate stability against n-type

calculations employ the planar-averaged electrostatic potential,
ϕ, within, and outside of, an LLZO slab. The potential
corrugations in the central region of the slab, ϕbulk, mimic those
in bulk LLZO, while the asymptotic behavior of the potential
far from the slab establishes the vacuum level, ϕvac. Knowledge
of ϕvac allows for positioning of the absolute Li/Li+ level (i.e., Li
Fermi level).40 Similarly, the position of the band gap center
(BGC) in bulk LLZO can be determined by overlaying ϕbulk
from a bulk LLZO cell onto ϕbulk from the surface slab. Finally,
the absolute positions of the CBM and VBM in bulk LLZO are
Egap

given by BGC ± 2 , where Egap is the band gap evaluated from
the present G0W0 calculations.
A total of 12 LLZO surface slabs were examined as candidate
systems for evaluation of the electrostatic potential (Figures
S16−S18). The slabs were constructed to be compositionally
symmetric and exhibit (100) and (110) surface normals.
(Compositional symmetry does not fully apply to the Lisublattice, because these sites are known to be partially
occupied in a quasi-random fashion.32) Six slabs were examined
for each surface orientation. (100) and (110) orientations were
selected because these orientations commonly yield the lowestenergy surfaces in BCC crystals. (The Zr sublattice in LLZO is
BCC.) The slabs with the lowest-energy surfaces were
identiﬁed after relaxation of their atomic positions. The most
stable surfaces, (100) slab #5 and (110) slab #4, were Li
terminated and had nearly identical surface energies of 0.84 and
0.85 J/m2, respectively. Further details regarding the calculations can be found in Tables S2 and S3.
Figure 3A shows the lowest-energy (100) surface along with
an overlay of the planar-averaged electrostatic potentials, ϕ,
evaluated from the slab and bulk cells. (An equivalent image for
the (110) surface is given in Figure S19.) These data were used
to determine the absolute positions of the CBM and VBM in
bulk LLZO, shown in Figure 3B, for both the lowest-energy
(100) and (110) slabs (see also Table S4). To place the band
edges in context, the electrochemical potentials of a Li metal
anode, η−, and a hypothetical 5 V cathode, η+, are also
illustrated.
Figure 3B demonstrates that the calculated band edge
positions satisfy the electrochemical stability criteria, E(CBM)
> η− and E(VBM) < η+, regardless of the slab model used. That
is, for the Li/5 V couple considered here, bulk LLZO should be
susceptible neither to electron injection from the Li negative
electrode, nor to hole injection from the cathode.
While the positions of the band edges suggest a suitably wide
EW, a few caveats apply. First, as shown by the (100)-oriented
slab, the energy diﬀerence between the CBM and the Li/Li+
level can be modest, only 0.2 eV in this case. Second, the
present band edge model depicts LLZO as a ﬁctitious “isolated”
solid, that is, it omits interfacial eﬀects that will be present in a
real electrochemical cell and which can potentially narrow18 or
expand the eﬀective EW.1,21 (For these reasons the EW
evaluated here should be interpreted as an intrinsic property of
bulk LLZO.) For example, chemical reactions at LLZO/
electrode interfaces could yield thin product layers that
“kinetically stabilize” LLZO by preventing further redox
reactions from occurring.20,21,41 Similarly, electrochemical
oxidation or reduction at these interfaces could be self-limiting
because of the formation of electrically passivating ﬁlms. Such
processes would be similar to those associated with solid−
electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation in conventional Li-ion
batteries.1−4 Accounting for these eﬀects will require modeling
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charge injection from the anode. These data indicate that a
wide EW window is an intrinsic property of LLZO, furthering
its prospects for use in next-generation batteries.
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